Topics:
ENGLISH:
The Rainbow Machine
Preposition
Homophones
Reinforcement of Punctuation
Syllables and Rhyming Words
Phonics – Short and Long ‘o’ sound
MATHS:
Dividing by 4 and 10
Time in minutes
Fractions
Reinforcement of Multiplying by 2-3-4- and 5
SCIENCE:
Everyday Materials
SOCIAL STUDIES:
Inventions

Activities / Events:
A rainbow was replicated by the students using colourful strips to design the cover page of their new reader 'The Rainbow Machine'.
Students positioned themselves at different places to understand the concept of Preposition.
It was fun writing short ‘o’ sound words on the octopus cutouts.

Maths:
Flash cards of different fractions and shapes were given to the students to correlate and match.
The game of ‘I Spy’ was played to learn the concept of time in minutes.
To make the topic easily understandable the students got the chance to touch and feel different materials.

Birthdays of the Month
II – North
Hibah Nawaz
II - South
M Baseer Syed
Minahil Tahir
II – East
Mahnoor Khan
II – West
Alina Imran
Ehab Adnan
M Arham Arif Farhan

EXTRA
Drama Morning was a great success. Thank you parents for encouraging our little ones. It was a pleasure to see you all!

Thank You!